V-24
Robust Marsden Veterinary Scale

Durable pet scale for home or surgery use
Highly accurate to 10g
Hold, Tare and Unit functions
Ultra-lightweight; perfect for small pets
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Marsden V-24: An ultra-lightweight, durable
veterinary scale for home and surgery use
The Marsden V-24 is a highly robust, portable animal scale, perfect
for weighing small pets. At just 1.55kg, it is one of the lightest vet
scales in our range. With simple but essential features, it’s very
easy to use.

Keep regular check of your pets weight
The V-24 is a highly accurate veterinary weighing scale
which is ideal for use in your own home or in veterinary
surgeries. This scale can be used for weighing a range of
animals from hamsters to cats and dogs.
The bright LCD display clearly shows the weight
reading to the nearest 10g ensuring that animals are
always weighed with a very high degree of accuracy.
The lightweight design means the scale is easy to move
and can be stored absolutely anywhere. Built in overload
protection helps protect the scale from damage.

Quick and easy to use
The V-24 is powered by 3 x AAA batteries. To start
using the scale simply press the power button and
you are good to go. With power for 60 hours’
continuous use, it has the longest battery life of any
Marsden veterinary scale.
It has a Tare function for removing unwanted weight like
a blanket and the Hold function maintains the reading
on the LCD display even after the pet has left the scale.
The units button switches the scale from weighing in
kg, to weighing in lb.
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Removable tray reveals a platform for
smaller pets
The V-24 features a modern, sleek design. The
wipe-clean sculpted tray is perfect for weighing cats
and dogs, but remove it and you have a smaller
weighing platform that’s perfect for smaller
pets – like hamsters!

Key features
Wipe-clean surface
Weighing tray reveals smaller platform beneath
Weighs in kg or lb
Bright LCD display
Includes Tare and Hold functions
Overload protection
Portable
Lightweight

Built to last
The Marsden V-24 is a highly robust vet scale and is
designed to last. The scale has an overload
capacity of 100kg, meaning there is little or no
chance of damage from overloading the scale.
Like all our veterinary scales, this scale is backed by a
full one year warranty.

Specification
Capacity: 20kg
Graduations: 10g
Power: 3x AAA batteries
Dimensions: 609mm x 326mm x 91mm
Weight of scale: 1.55kg
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Marsden V-24: Key features at-a-glance
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design

Highly robust with
100kg overload
protection
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